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ABSTRACT:  

Currently, unsighted individuals aren't able to use computers on their own in the main as a 

result of keyboards aren't easy to them. Nowadays, the advancement created in technology 

has opened platforms for visually impaired individuals across the globe. Here, we describe 

the voice based e-mail architecture which can be used by the blind people to access E-mail 

and multimedia functions easily and efficiently.The system will not let the user create use of 

keyboard instead can work solely on mouse operation and speech conversion to text. The 

system is totally supported interactive voice response which can create it user friendly and 

economical to use. 

1. INTRODUCTION:  

Machine learning is an application of artificial intelligence (AI) that has systems the flexibility 

to mechanically learn and improve from expertise while not being expressly programmed. 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a technique where machine can become more human and thereby 

reducing the distance between human being and the machine. Therefore in simple sense AI 

makes human to communicate with the machine easily. The basic premise of machine learning 

is  to make algorithms that may receive input file  and use applied math to predict an output 

value inside a suitable vary. All functions are supported easy mouse click operations 

creating it terribly straight forward for any style of user to use this system. A web system is   

claimed be perfectly accessible provided that it is used with efficiency by all sorts of 

individuals whether able or disable. The current systems do not provide this accessibility. Thus 

the system we tend to is totally different from the current system. The complete system is 

based on SIT(Speech to text) , TTS(Text to Speech ) , IVR( interactive voice response).  
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When user will visit our site he would first have to register in our System through registration 

form. User will be very well guided with the help of voice commands, while registering all the 

necessary fields to be filled will be read by site, by clicking on that box he would have to be 

compelled to. For eg. If cursor moves over register icon it would sound “register button”, after 

clicking on register button it would sound like “you are on registration page”. While filling up 

the necessary fields, speech would be recorded in database. Very frequently the words are 

going to be present i.e., when user would speak it would get typed automatically. Also the voice 

would be recorded within the information. Because once registration, user has to go to login 

page and type user id & password which would get recognized through database enabling the 

correct user to get access to his/her account. After productive login the user would browse the 

received mails present in inbox and can also send the mails.  

2. RELATED WORK: 

A system was proposed by Rudan Bettelheim, David Steele[1] in which the speech recognition 

application continually samples the audio input adjusting for varying background noise 

conditions. The acoustic model is the statistical representation of sounds, which is built up by 

recording and converting spoken word through a training process. 

Nelson Morgan[2] projected a number of the strategies developed over the last decade that 

incorporate multiple layers of computation to either offer massive gains for strident speech on 

small-vocabulary tasks or modest however important gains for high-SNR speech on large-

vocabulary tasks.  This paper reviews a line of analysis administered over the last decade in 

speech recognition assisted by discriminatively trained, feed forward networks.  

This paper[3] takes a tour of speech recognition system which includes it’s basic working, 

expectations of user from it. Speech recognizers categorise vocabulary as: active vocabulary and 

vocabulary. Active vocabulary denotes list of words the user is expected to mention at any 

instant. While vocabulary denotes list of words the user could speak whereas operating with the 

applying. Speech recognizer masses a group of sound reference patterns that the applying 

expects user to mention. The recognizer classifies the unknown sound and reports the most 

effective attainable match with reference patterns. 
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3. PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

 

Fig 1:  System Architecture 

When user will visit our site he would first have to register in our System through registration 

form. User are going to be okay radio-controlled with the assistance of voice commands, 

while registrating all the necessary fields to be filled will be read by site, by clicking on that 

box he would need to fill in them. For eg. If cursor moves over register icon it would sound 

“register button”, once clicking on register button it would sound like “you are on registration 

page”. While filling up the necessary fields, speech would be recorded in database. Very 

frequently used words are going to be present i.e., once user would speak it would get 

written mechanically. Also the voice would be recorded within the database. Because once 

registration, user has to go to login page and type user id & password which would get 

recognized through database enabling the correct user to get access to his/her account. After 

undefeated login the user would browse the received mails present in inbox and can also send 

the mails.  

The  proposed scheme divide the work in following:- 

3.1 AI BASED TEXT TO SPEECH SYSTEM: 

As we all know this is voice based mail system for blinds, so it will work only through 

voice.When user will open this system, the system reply through voice and ask the user to 

choose an option from the main page. The speech recognizer is active and awaiting for user 

input. When user gives an input through voice command the speech to text conversion method 

takes place. The speech is recorded, and system start responding as per user requirement. 
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3.2  AUTHENTICATION MODULE 

Any user who  needs to use the system ought to first register to get  username and password. 

This module can collect complete information of the user. The details to that the system 

can once more ensure by prompting alphabetically. If the data isn't correct user  will get into 

else the prompt can specify the operation to be performed to verify. Once the registration is  

finished the user will  login to the system. This module can raise the user to produce the 

username and password. If the user  is permitted it'll be directed to homepage. 

3.3 BLIND MAIL SYSTEM HOME PAGE: 

The user is redirected to this page once log in done successfully. In blind mail system home 

page there are various options available for user to operate the system. User can simply 

compose mail via compose mail command operation by the user voice with the facility of 

subject writing, descriptive subject writing and send option which make system highly 

interactive for blind user. The inbox will work on user voice command and read mail 

automatically. If there are more than one mail the system first read topmost mail. After that user 

has to give command to reload mail so that user can read the remaining mails also. 

4. METHODOLOGY: 

This algorithmic program may be a programming algorithm that's used for locating the most 

probably sequence of hidden states – known as the Viterbi path – that  ends up in a sequence 

of observed events, particularly within the context of Markoff data sources and hidden Markov 

models. The algorithmic program has found universal application in cryptography the 

convolutional codes. It's currently conjointly normally utilized in speech recognition and 

speech synthesis in distinctive the most applicable word. For example, in speech-to-text 

(speech recognition), the acoustic signal is treated because the discovered sequence of events, 

and a string of text is taken into account to be the "hidden cause" of the acoustic signal. This 

algorithmic program finds the most appropriate string of text as expected by the user.  

IMAP protocol The application makes use of IMAP for accessing the email data from the mail 

server. IMAP (Internet Message Access Protocol) is an Internet standard protocol used by e-

mail clients to retrieve e-mail messages from a mail server over a TCP/IP connection. Suppose 

we tend to square measure given a Hidden Markoff Model(HMM) with state house S, initial 

probabilities πi of being in a state i and then the transition probabilities of transitioning from 
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state i to state j. Say we observe outputs yi,….,yT. The most possible state sequence xi,…..,xT 

that produces the observations is given by the repetition relations:  

V1,k=P(y1|k).πk  

Vt,k=max(xϵS)(P(yt,k).ax,k.Vt-1,x  

1. Here Vt,k is the probability of the most probable state sequence responsible for the first t 

observations that has k as its final state.  

2. The Viterbi path can be retrieved by saving back pointers that remember which state was used 

in the second  

3. Equation. Let Ptr(k,t) be the operate that returns the worth of x used to compute 

Vt,k if /  t>1, or k if t=1.  

 

Fig 2 :  Implementation of Speech based    Email System 

The algorithm works within the method that the system detects the most applicable word 

once user spells it then matches the word that's guessed with the particular word that is 

pronounced by the user. If each of them is found to be same then the word is chosen from the 

lexicon and written by the system while not giving any burden to the user Similarly the whole 

text is typewritten whereas the user simply spells it so the system itself so that the blind user 

need not use the keyboard or mouse for this purpose. That is however the algorithm is 

enforced to convert speech to text and text to speech. 
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5. Experimental Result and    Discussion: 

 

Fig 3: This figure shows the initial step for blind user 

User can register and login through voice command by speech to text conversion technique. 

 

Fig 4: This figure  shows the user information 

User can register themselves through registration page by filling their information through 

voice command and create id and password for login page. 
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Fig 5: This figure shows how the user can get enroll in mail system  

User can login through login id and password by voice command and, mouse click operation. 

 

Fig 6: This figure shows the contents of home page 

After login in user will enter on home page by voice command. There are several options for 

user such as compose mail, read mail, reload mail. 

  

Fig 7: This figure shows the composition of mail by user 

User can compose mail through voice command by writing subject, descriptive subject and 

then send mail. 
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE: 

This voice based email system has nice application because it is employed by blind people 

they'll perceive wherever they're E.g. whenever cursor moves to any icon on the web site 

Register it'll sound like “Register Button”. There are many screen readers available. But people 

had to remember mouse clicks. This e-mail system can be used by any user of any age group 

with ease of access. It has feature of speech to text moreover as text to speech with speech 

reader that makes designed system to be handled by visually impaired person as well as blind 

person. Our project is only used by blind to blind people. In future it will also work for normal 

people through voice command operation. 
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